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International agreements with domestic implementation
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Climate action: the talk

Commitments

Strategies 

Laws

Paris agreement

UN Sustainability Development Goals

Convention on Biological Diversity 

European Climate Law



Challenges the same as fiscal coordination: 
Common pool

Free riders

Intertemporal illusion

Political competition and short time horizons

Take a page from the fiscal rulebook:

Medium-term objectives in line with long-run sustainability

Minimum reporting and transparency requirements

Independent monitoring bodies
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Encouraging the walk



Legally binding carbon budgets 

• Economy-wide 

• By industry

• Public sector

Green budgeting procedural shifts

• Green disclosure requirements

• Environmental policy appraisal and evaluation

• Climate-sensitive economic and fiscal forecasting in budget plans

• Green tax reforms and spending reviews 
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Encouraging the walk

Austria

Norway

Sweden

Colombia

Canada

Portugal

Mexico

Ireland

United Kingdom

Italy

Netherlands

Luxembourg

Denmark

France

Strategic Framework

Tools

Accountability

Enabling Environment

OECD composite indicator



Climate action requires a Big Pivot across government

Championed by the center

In every aspect of budgeting and public finance
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Who is an appropriate monitoring body?

Atmospheric scientists Climate councils 

This is the domain of IFIs.



Supporting green budgeting

Paris Collaborative on Green Budgeting

IFI and Climate Working Group

Identifying possible roles for IFIs

Case studies of institutions supporting green budgeting

Developing best practices
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At the OECD: research and network activities



20 activities

Grouped into

Four areas

A starting point for discussion
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Identifying potential areas and activities

1

4

2

3



Level 1 Level 2

Due diligence under current mandate Should have a clear mandate steer

Generalist economists, existing resources Require specialist skills, new resources

Little overlap with others May overlap with others

Current modelling capacity, new toy models Major investments in sophisticated new tools
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Classifying roles

Out of scope:

Accreditation, physical sciences outcomes and effectiveness. 
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Area 1: Monitoring green budget practices

Verifying compliance with green disclosure 

requirements

Level 1

Verifying financial outcomes are consistent with 

green investment targets

Level 1

Assessing “leakage” in achieving domestic targets Level 2 
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Austria (PBO) – Verifying green disclosure

https://www.parlament.gv.at/ZUSD/BUDGET/2022/BD_-_Oekosoziale_Steuerreform_2022.pdf
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Denmark (DEC) – Assessing emissions leakage

https://dors.dk/files/media/rapporter/2021/m21/endelig_rapport/oekonomi_og_miljoe_summary.pdf
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Area 2: Forecasting and scenario analysis

Advising on appropriate policy baselines Level 1

Identifying climate risks to the budget outlook Level 1

Climate-sensitive forecasting and scenario analysis Level 2

Providing long-term fiscal sustainability analysis that 

incorporates climate change

Level 2 
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UK (OBR) – Assessing risks and long-term projections

https://obr.uk/frr/fiscal-risks-report-july-2021/
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Area 3: Costing and programme evaluation

Scrutinising reasonableness of official cost estimates Level 1

Assessing the financial costs of green policies, pricing 

externalities in all cost estimates

Level 1

Assessing the distributional and macroeconomic 

consequences of green initiatives

Level 2

Assessing the impact of carbon pricing on energy 

markets

Level 2 
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Australia (PBO) – Electrifying government fleet

https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Budget_Office/Publications/Costings
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Belgium (FBR) – Recovery & resilience 

assessment

https://www.plan.be/uploaded/documents/202104301033290.FPB_RRP_Economic_impact_12401_E.pdf
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Area 4: General research and circular green economy

Drafting briefing notes on climate and

environmental topics

Level 1

Assessing the impact of climate change 

directly on public finances 

Level 1

Assessing the impact of climate change 

on the economy (and vice versa)

Level 2

Climate

Public 
finances

Economy
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Canada (FAO) – Climate & public infrastructure 

https://www.fao-on.org/en/Blog/Publications/cipi-buildings
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U.S. (CBO) – Channels of climate change to economy

https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/2020-09/56505-Climate-Change.pdf



Early days. Few formal mandates. Waiting on governments to codify. 

Some taking own initiative, but uncommon. 

Some recruiting for environmental specialists in social science, most 

repurposing economic generalists on an ad hoc basis. 

Resources for green analysis typically not provided, tracked or 

managed separately (CPB Netherlands an exception).

A chance for everyone to be at the forefront
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Some observations



Questions to answer as a research community

Surveys on activities and approaches

Backgrounders on methods

Best practices

Reviews and recommendations
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How the OECD will be taking this forward



How should independent bodies coordinate analysis domestically 

and internationally? 

How can hard-won reputations on core financial mandates be 

protected while expanding into green analysis? 

Where are the boundaries of IFI scrutiny and reporting? 
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Some questions


